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This review assumes a middle-of-the-road position regarding the controversy. The author expresses that
significance tests have their place, but generally prefers confidence intervals. His remarks concentrate on ten
errors of commission or omission that, in his opinion, weaken the arguments. These possible errors include
using the jackknife and bootstrap procedures for replicability purposes, omitting key references,
misrepresenting the null hypothesis, omitting the weaknesses of confidence intervals, ignoring the difference
between a hypothesized effect size and an obtained effect size, erroneously assuming a linear relationship
between p and F, claiming Cohen chose power level arbitrarily, referring to the "reliability of a study,"
inferring that inferential statistics are primarily for experiments, and recommending "what if" analyses.
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Since I take a middle-of-the-road position regarding
the significance testing controversy (I think that significance tests have their place, I generally prefer confidence
intervals, and I don't like meta-analysis!), I would like to
concentrate my remarks on ten errors of commission or
omission that in my opinion weaken the arguments in
these otherwise thoughtful papers. In this article, the
three articles under review are referred to as Daniel
(1998), McLean and Ernest (1998), and Nix and
Barnette (1998).
1. Each of the authors discusses something they call
"internal replicability analysis." The term is apparently
due to Thompson (1994), and it represents a misinterpretation of the work on the jackknife and the bootstrap
in the statistical literature. I challenge all of the authors
to find in that literature (e.g., Diaconis & Efron, 1983;
Efron & Gong, 1983; Mooney & Duval, 1993; Mosteller
& Tukey, 1977) any reference to either approach
providing evidence for the replicability of a finding. They
are simply procedures for estimating sampling error
without making the traditional parametric assumptions.
The confusion may arise from the fact that both require
the creation of several replications of the statistic of
principal interest (the jackknife by "re-sampling" the
sample data without replacement; the bootstrap by "resampling" the data with replacement).
2. None of the authors cite the article by Abelson
(1997), and two of the authors (McLean and Ernest
(1998) and Nix and Barnette (1998)) do not even cite the
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book on the significance testing controversy (Harlow,
Mulaik, & Steiger, 1997) in which that article appears.
It is the best defense of the use of significance tests I have
ever read. Since the controversy has been going on for
many years it is impossible to cite every relevant source,
but McLean and Ernest (1998) don't even cite Schmidt
(1996), the most vocal critic of significance tests and
strongest advocate of meta-analysis. Daniel (1998) cites
Thompson's (1998) review of the Harlow et al.
compendium, but does not cite Levin's (1998) review that
appeared in the same source.
3. Two of the authors make mistakes when
discussing what a null hypothesis is. Daniel (1998) gives
an example where the null hypothesis is said to be: r (the
sample r) is equal to zero, and claims that "by definition"
a test of significance tests the probability that a null
hypothesis is true (the latter is OK in Bayesian analysis
but not in classical inference). Both Daniel (1998) and
Nix and Barnette (1998) refer to the null hypothesis as
the hypothesis of no relationship or no difference; no, it
is the hypothesis that is tested, and it need not have zero
in it anyplace.
4. None of the authors point out the weaknesses of
confidence intervals or how they can be misinterpreted
just as seriously as significance tests. For example, it is
not uncommon to see statements such as "the probability
is .95 that the population correlation is between a and b."
A population correlation doesn't have a probability and
it is not "between" anything; it is a fixed, usually
unknown, parameter that may be bracketed or covered by
a particular confidence interval, but it doesn't vary.
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5. None of the authors make sufficiently explicit the
necessary distinction between a hypothesized effect size
and an obtained effect size. It is the former that is
relevant in determining an appropriate sample size; it is
the latter that provides an indication of the "practical
significance" of a sample result and around which a
confidence interval can be constructed. Cohen (1988) at
least tried to differentiate the two when he put the
subscript s on the d for the obtained effect size. Some of
the confusion in the significance testing controversy
could be avoided if we had different terms for those two
kinds of "effect sizes." (A similar confusion has arisen
recently regarding prospective and retrospective power –
see Zumbo & Hubley, 1998.)
6. Daniel (1998) claims that a df of 300 for an
ANOVA error term is five times more likely to produce
a statistically significant difference than a df of 60. That's
not true; the relationship between p and F is not linear.
7. McLean and Ernest (1998) claim that Cohen
(1988) recommended a power of .80 as arbitrarily as
Fisher recommended an alpha of .05. That's not fair. He
(Cohen) argued there, and elsewhere, that Type I errors
are generally more serious than Type II errors and
therefore beta (= 1 - power) can be chosen to be
considerably larger than alpha.
8. Nix and Barnette (1998) refer to "the reliability of
the study." There is no such thing as the reliability of a
study. Measuring instruments have varying degrees of
reliability (I think the claim by Daniel (1998), and
others, that reliability pertains to scores, not instruments,
is much ado about nothing); statistics have varying
degrees of reliability, in the sense of sampling error;
studies do not.
9. Nix and Barnette (1998) also seem to suggest that
inferential statistics in general and significance testing in
particular are primarily relevant for experiments (given
their several references to "treatments"). Statistical
inference actually gets very complicated for experiments,
since it is not clear what the population(s) of interest is
(are). Experiments are almost never carried out on
random samples, but all true experiments have random
assignment. What inference is being made (from what to
what) is a matter of no small confusion. (See the reaction
by Levin, 1993 to Shaver, 1993 regarding this issue.)
10. Daniel (1998) advocates, as does Thompson,
"what if" analyses (not to be confused with the "What
if . . . ?" title of the Harlow book). Although such
analyses are not wrong, they are unlikely to be very
useful. Researchers have actual sample sizes and actual
values for their statistics; speculating as to what might
have happened if they had bigger or smaller sample
sizes, or the population correlations had been bigger or
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smaller, or whatever, is the sort of thinking that should
be gone through before a study is carried out, not after.
(See Darlington, 1990, pp. 379-380 regarding this
matter.)
But to end on a positive note, I commend Daniel
(1998) for his point that a significance test tells you
nothing about the representativeness of a sample;
McLean and Ernest (1998) for their contention that
significance tests (and confidence intervals?) aren't very
important for huge sample sizes; and Nix and Barnette
(1998) for bringing to the attention of the readers of this
journal that there are both significance tests and
confidence intervals available for multivariate analyses.
Curiously, most of the controversy about significance
testing has been confined to univariate and bivariate
contexts.
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